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Abstract

In the background of cut-throat competition in the FMCG industry, work behaviors of the salesman at the forefront of the business play an important role to achieve the marketing objectives. Based on the sales behaviors and related scale development theory, and following the logic of analyzing FMCG sales order work stages first, and then the sales order work contents of each stage, and the work behavior characteristics of sales order of each stage at last, the work behavior of FMCG salesman is discussed in this paper.
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1. Raise the Problem

China FMCG market has developed rapidly in recent years, and the competition has become increasingly fierce. In order to compete for the market, the fast consumer goods manufacturers are all dispatching a large number of salesmen to the market of dealers and terminal channels, to develop, maintain and expand the order. The personal sales order (“take” orders) way of work behaviors of the salesmen at the forefront of the market doubtless plays an important role in achieving the manufacturers marketing goals.

2. Literature Review

The related literature at home and abroad in this study can be divided into three aspects: behavior research, salesman’s work responsibilities and behavior scale development research. On the behavior research, Kohn and Schooler (1978) collected a large number data of interaction of human characteristics and situational characteristics, and found that the people’s impact on the job is more dramatic than work’s impact on the people [1]; Chatman (1989) think people have diffuse and lasting effect on the scene, which must be studied continually [2]; Diener, Larsen, Emmons (1984) pointed out that, when the environment meet the people’s needs and their intentions are satisfied, they will be very happy [3]. Therefore, when the people and the environment situation is con-
consistent, their performance will be higher, otherwise it will be lower; Cascio (1998) study from the performance perspective of human resources management, he thought, the so called critical incident refers to the difference caused by the effective and ineffective work behavior [4].

Qu Yunbo (2007) thinks: salesman need to do sales presentations, handle objections, help with sales display and end transaction [5]. Kerin (2006) mentioned in his works: the salesman need to find customers, contact customer, demonstrate the goods, make the deal and follow the transaction [6]. In practical work, the various FMCG enterprises have also developed specific job requirements for their own sales staff, such as the eight steps of Uniform Group, and eight visit steps of China Grain and Oil Group.

From the above literature, the existing research about salesman’s responsibilities and behavioral characteristics research mainly focus on general description, there is few that focus on specific fast-moving consumer goods industry. And there are still no relevant research results about how to analyze consumer behavior of salesman. This paper attempts to start with the most basic elements to do the research of work behavior of salesman.

3. FMCG Salesman’s Job Analysis

FMCG is short for Fast Moving Consumer Goods, the sales order is the activity that salesman use promotion to the terminal retailer and business negotiations to make the order. Xie Zongyun (2009) and many other scholars divide sales order work into three parts: terminal call, terminal development, and terminal maintenance. On this basis, with the investigation to the FMCG enterprises’ sales representatives, this paper made a further subdivision for the above three major categories of work.

4. Terminal Call Work Breakdown

Terminal call is an important link of sales representative to obtain orders, because of its importance, most FMCG manufacturers made detailed requirements for the terminal call process, such as Coca Cola’s terminal visit eight steps: preparation → examination of outdoor advertising → say hello to customers → do vivid point of sale → check inventory of point of sale → advise order and confirmation order → thank customers. Procter & Gamble terminal call operation standards: 1) plan, make access to the target; 2) observe customers’ business places, see the product display shelves, distribute and help sales and volume; 3) sales presentation; 4) collection; 5) help sales: post the advertising; training customer personnel about product knowledge; 6) record visit results and opportunities; 7) analysis, review the access process, and summed up gains and losses. Unilever 6 × 9 basic visit process. “6” is the six tools: customer data card (call sheets), sales reports, sales folder, sales presentation material/tools, commodity display material/tools, daily sales priority task report. “9” is the 9 steps: refer to plans → start visiting → store check → collection → sales presentation → end sales → record and report → display work → end and evaluation. Johnson’s visit eight steps: planning and preparation → inspect stores → collection → sales presentations → goods display → establish a good customer emotional relationship → complete the report → analyze results. Kangshifu’s visit eight steps: plan and prepare → send greetings → product display → check inventory → advise the sales → advertise the use → do administrative work → thank and evaluate.

From the above company visit work, the general process of FMCG enterprise terminal visit can be summed up, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Terminal call work breakdown.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) prepare to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) check the outdoor advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) greet customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) point of sale in vivid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) check point of sale inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) suggest the order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) confirm the order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) end the visit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Terminal Development Work Breakdown

To improve the product sales, salesman will continue to develop new terminals in the every visit. According to the investigation results of part of FMCG manufacturers like the Farmer Mountain Spring, Fung Valley Wine and Nan Fang Lue consulting company, the terminal development work segmentation is done.

The Farmer Mountain Spring’s develop new customers steps: 1) establish confidence, make enough preparation, learn product knowledge and professional skills; 2) understand the new customers, including point of sale type, scope of business, the main customer groups, the boss himself; 3) make the visit strategy; 4) visit; 5) follow-up work, including complete new customer data card and communicate delivery matters with distributors, report to the relevant business executives, and record new customers into the visit route etc.

Nan Fang Lue consulting company summarizes the development of terminal work flow by investigating part of FMCG enterprises: terminal research → plan → visit invitation → chose a topic → display promotion → handle objections → negotiate cooperation → make agreement → customer service.

Fung Valley Wine’s terminal development is mainly divided into four stages: 1) preparation stage, including prepare companies’ relevant information, competitor’s information, the terminal data, the predetermined plan; 2) negotiation. Determine negotiating goals, evaluate negotiation opponent; 3) talk stage. The main point is keep the conservation to the terminal operators in a good negotiation climate; 4) reach an agreement. Make the contract timely, creating a win-win situation.

After the summary, it is easy to find that terminal development is actually the first visit of the salesman, Table 2 shows the terminal development work breakdown.

6. Terminal Maintenance Work

Xie Zongyun (2009) think that to maintain the customers, the salesman need to carry out a series of management work in order to maintain good customer relationship and keep the customer long-term cooperation, not to the loss customers. Qincen (2010) also believe that maintain the customer terminal is not a short duration of time thing, it needs long-term unremitting efforts. This phase of the work is more important in maintaining customer relationship, which means beyond the company’s sales policy, the salesman should fully mobilize all resources to strive for and use charm to give the terminal operators the emotional care and satisfaction, and create a good social environment for sales.

7. Limitation and Prospection

This paper attempts to analyze work behavior of salesman in FMCG industry, the research is mainly based on the most basic elements, using them as the breakthrough point, hoping to play a valuable role in this aspect.

Above analysis is just initial analysis for sales order work behavior, whether such behavior characteristics are credible and effective or not, it needs further discussion about the behaviors items, and the reliability and validity analysis and test should be done. About this research, firstly it needs to design the above actions into measure items, pretesting them through small-scale survey, in order to test the measurement items of content validity. In this process, it may remove or merge some items that do not meet the requirements of concept consistency. After this, choose the suitable FMCG salesman samples to do investigation, analyze the correlation and factor on items, to streamline and optimize measurement items. Because of the limited length, the work will be performed in the following research.
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